
Let‘s take the path to digitalization together!

Get to know our SAP-based solution for discrete variant production now and arrange 
a non-binding consultation with us. Either write to us at contact@abatplus.de or give 
us a call at +49 6894 3880 800. 

Our experts will be happy to offer you a digitalization check to help you identify start-
ing points for the further digital transformation of your production. Get in touch with 
us now!

Contact
Matheo Zech
contact@abatplus.de

abat+ GmbH
Kaiserstraße 170-174
66386 St. Ingbert
+49 6894 3880 800
www.abat.de

Webinar on paperless production

Interested, but still unsure whether we 
are the right partner for you? Simply take 
part in our free, non-binding webinar on 
paperless production.

Simply scan the QR code and register 
now! 

manufacture Think Smart Manufacturing

SAP-based PLUS
The MES platform for transformative  
manufacturing



Our smart solution for your multi-variant 
manufacturing
Integrate our production control solution, 
based on SAP HANA and the SAP Net-
Weaver or SAP S/4HANA platforms, into 
your SAP ecosystem and reduce incurred 
maintenance costs. Our solution helps 
you optimize your production processes. 
It is particularly suitable for mapping 
complex processes in discrete manufac-
turing with a large number of variants 
and in batch size 1. We support manu-
facturing scenarios with a high number 
of production units and work cycles with 
the highest demands on performance and 
availability.

The most important advan-
tages of our SAP-based PLUS 
at a glance

Control of order manufacturing 
and intralogistics in pre-assem-
bly and final assembly

Continuous quality process 
increases product quality and 
quantity 

Modular system for high flexi-
bility and constantly increasing 
variants

Digital process workflows de-
signed directly by the specialist 
department

Smart production brings real-ti-
me transparency, efficiency and 
sustainability

Simple integration and future-
proofing thanks to proven SAP 
technology

Paperless production 
PLUS based on SAP enables the user to 
generate modern, workplace-specific 
visualizations for industrial touch screens 
and handhelds from a variety of widgets. 
This rreduces the required resources and 
helps to optimize your processes. Thus, 
product-related instructions can get pro-
vided at the necessary granularity at all 
locations of the manufacturing process. 
In addition, our visual plant management 
offers comprehensive information and 
recording options for your orders.  
It supports your employees in planning 
the next work steps in advance and 
enables a flexible reaction to unexpected 
changes in the workflow during produc-
tion. We also offer mobile data collection, 
so that product-related store floor data 
collection is done where the data is gene-
rated - directly at the product.

Workflow management for  
flexible business processes
The core of our solution is based on a 
service-oriented architecture and ena-
bles the mapping of interrelated business 
processes from a large number of indivi-
dual services. These can be initiated and 
automatically executed by any actions in 
the visual worker guidance or events in 
the production process.  For new business 
processes that need to be implemented or 
optimized, you can use existing building 
blocks in the system, which allows them 
to be adapted quickly and easily - even 
across production sites. This enables 
you to react quickly to changes in your 
production processes or supply chain and 
thus generate a significant competitive 
advantage.

Inline quality management 
based on end-to-end defect 
tracking
We enable you to sustain quality ma-
nagement with our end-to-end defect 
tracking as well as configurable proces-
ses for replenishment, rework and rein-
tegration. In addition to the actual defect 
description, the system also records the 
type-dependent reasons for the defect 
and the rejects. This enables traceability 
and transparency at any time, allowing 
you to optimize your processes. Based on 
the recorded data, you can easily create 
defect statistics that support your quality 
management in identifying defect focal 
points and deriving suitable actions.

High-frequency manufacturing 
scenarios
In a production environment with a high 
number of production units and a high 
work cycle, a large number of events 
occur that have to be used to trigger busi-
ness processes.  
As a powerful complement to the SAP 
product portfolio, our MES enables 
efficient, resource-efficient downstream 
processing of events. Message queuing 
has been developed for this purpose.  
Among other things, this enables you to 
master bidirectional plant communication 
with equally high demands on quantity 
structure and performance.  
In addition, our powerful and configurable 
message logging system helps you analy-
ze business processes while making them 
completely transparent and traceable.

Out-of-the-box shopfloor data 
supply 
Our SAP-based PLUS ensures smooth, 
product-related data supply to your 
shopfloor. The structure and origin of 
the information required in the shop-
foor can be individually configured in a 
specially developed user interface. The 
data is filled on a product-specific basis, 

shuffle

depending on the data request from the 
shopfloor. In this way, you can ensure 
successful integration and preparation of 
your ERP data via our MES in your exis-
ting shopfloor.


